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Stellar line-up announced for
CSA’s third annual variety show
The Center for Successful
Aging is pleased to announce
some of the confirmed performers for CSA’s 2015 variety show, titled Puttin’ on the
Ritz. The performance is set
for Saturday, April 11, 2015,
at 2 p.m. at the Marjorie Luke
Theatre, 721 E. Cota Street.
This rollicking, two-hour
musical variety show, emceed
by K-LITE’s Catherine Remak,
features singers, dancers, and
musicians who are age 55 and
over.
Puttin’ on the Ritz is the
third annual CSA variety show
produced and directed by
popular writer/director Rod
Lathim. “This year we wanted
to break things up a bit,” Rod
explains, “so we decided to

The Silver Follies
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build a theme around each
year’s show, and then title the
performance accordingly.” For
2015, Puttin’ on the Ritz will
feature an amazing array of
talent performing songs and
sketches from the Roaring 20s
and early ’30s... plus there’s
sure to be a few suprises.
Making their debut for the
event will be;
• Cheers! Quartet, an allfemale award-winning a
cappella group;

opera singer; Bobby Lesser,
famed star of stage and screen;
and Ulysses Jasz Band, an
8-member group specializing
in 1920s and ’30s jazz.
This event is the only major
fundraiser of the Center for
Successful Aging. “We are
very fortunate to have such a
wealth of artists here in Santa
Barbara who are willing to
donate their time and talent
to participate in our event,”
says Bobbi Kroot, president of

Puttin’ on the Ritz is set for April 11,
2 p.m., at the Marjorie Luke Theatre
•

Jazz Plus, a Dixieland,
Blues and Swing band with
a touch of New Orleans
style jazz;
• Karen Sweeney, a singer
who will take you back in
time to the music of Patsy
Cline.
Among those making encore performances are the
venerable Gil Rosas, pianist
extraordinaire; the Silver Follies, leggy, sparkly-costumed
dancers (pictured left); Kim Holmquist, acclaimed actress and
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CSA. “This event raises funds
needed to sustain CSA, allowing us to provide vital counseling services for the senior
community.”
Consistent with CSA’s mission, Puttin’ on the Ritz showcases the talent of performers
who are 55+ years old, not
only entertaining the community but also dispeling outdated attitudes about today’s
active seniors.
General admission tickets
for Puttin’ on the Ritz are $20
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This year’s
show will also
celebrate the
many accomplishments of
Judy and Rob
Egenolf, the recipients of CSA’s
second annual “Spirit of Successful Aging” award.
The award honors individuals
who embody CSA’s mission by
living life with zest and also have a
commitment to the community.
“Rob and Judy truly exemplify
the spirit of this award because
their way of life is a devotion to
bettering the lives of others,” says
Bobbi Kroot, CSA president.
Monie de Wit photo

for adults, $10 for children.
Patron tickets, with reserved
VIP seating, are available
for $100 and $50. For details
about the show, please visit
www.PuttinOnTheRitz.org.
For more information about
the services of Center for
Successful Aging, please visit
www.csasb.org or call the
CSA office at (805) 898-8080.

Successful Aging is
also available online
at www.csasb.org
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CSA’s Advice on Aging

The Value of Understanding Our Emotions

Professor Scheff’s model
gives us somewhere to start
			
— by Gary Linker, Ph.D.
from. Realizing our emotions
may very well help us to take
			
CSA Executive Director
appropriate action in dealing
much of an opportunity while with life more effectively. For
growing up to talk about emo- instance, when we feel grief,
tions and feelings. Many of
it might be that we are sad
us were taught to be stoic, in
or frustrated or troubled by
control, able to handle whatev- something. If we know what
er comes our way. As rugged
that something is, we can take
individualists we are emotion- steps to better deal with it.
When you are asked how
ally estranged from our feeling
When we are fearful or
you are feeling, do you have
life — think of the Paul Simon anxious, we may be confused,
a pat answer? We are probtroubled or worried about an
ably asked this question more song “I Am a Rock.”
Thomas Scheff, the naissue in our life. Might that
than any other in our everyday
tionally
recognized
professor
realization help us to accept
life. Yet many of us are prone
emeritus at UCSB, has just
what is going on and find a
to answer automatically with
way to cope with it?
such responses as “I’m fine” or published an interesting article on feelings and emotions.
When we are angry, upset
“I’ m good.”
or mad about something, this
might be a call to take steps to
I think it might be better for our
eliminate whatever troubling
physical and mental health if we... ask
event is happening.
ourselves “How am I really feeling?”
Prof. Scheff has spent a
good deal of time researching
shame. He sees this emotion
While we have a vague sense
Some of us may reflect on
as the least understood and
of them, he says, there are
the question of how we are
potentially most lethal. He
actually five basic emotions.
really feeling; and, with good
believes (and I agree) that feelfriends, we may say something Some were a surprise to me,
like, “I’m OK” or “I’m in a lot but upon reflection, they made ings of shame and disappointof pain.” But in these respons- pretty good sense. They are (1) ment are usually a result of
Grief, (2) Fear/anxiety, (3) Anes, we tend to focus on our
ger, (4) Shame and (5) Pride.
physical, bodily condition.
When I presented this
I think it might be better
model to my group of volunfor our physical and mental
teer counselors at CSA, the
health if we take these mofirst response was that four of
ments to go inside and ask
the five categories are negaourselves, How am I really
feeling? or What am I feeling tive. I want to urge you to stay
away from judging emotions.
right now?
They are what they are, and I
This is a challenging enterprise because many of us at any believe the better goal is for
us to become more aware of
given moment might be conwho we are and what we feel
fused as to what we are truly
than trying to push ourselves
feeling. (By the way, being
confused is actually a feeling.) to be happy or joyful when we
aren’t. Sure, it is great to feel
Why do we have such difhappy but I believe it is better
ficulty accessing our feeling
to be real with our emotions.
side? Few of us were given
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someone mistreating us, leaving us feeling small and ineffectual. I am always saddened
to work with people who were
shamed in their families growing up and still feel its effects
years later.
Last but certainly not
least, Prof. Scheff mentions
pride. Pride speaks to our
feelings of self-acceptance
and takes place when we are
truly happy or joyful about
something. Pride suggests that
we have really achieved something to have this emotion.
It speaks to our potency and
efficacy. I invite you to think
about aspects of your personality that you have pride about.
That’s a powerful emotional
state that I invite you to visit.
But whatever you feel, let’s
make 2015 a year of emotional
connection – especially to
ourselves.
You may contact Dr. Gary
Linker by telephone at (805)
898-8080 or by e-mail at
info@csasb.org.
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Frances Fragosa: Santa Barbara Born
		
and Bred

has a small town feel about it
and, thanks to Pearl Chase, is
architecturally unified.”
As is my habit, I asked
		
— by Deni Osborne, CSA Counselor
Frances to define “successful
On the weekends, her dad
aging” for our readers. “It’s
would take her and her siball about attitude, having a
lings to Ortega Park to play,
good frame of mind, feeling
while he and the other men all that you can still enjoy life.
washed their cars and listened Say a person can’t walk upA wise man once said,
to baseball games on the radio. right, if they’re using a walker
“The more things change, the
When her dad got hurt, a
or even a wheelchair; if they
more they stay the same.” As I doctor made a house call to
don’t withdraw but continue
spoke with 64 year-old Frangive him a shot; then, after
Frances Fragosa
to thrive and look for things
ces Fragosa, a Santa Barbara
using the needle, he gave the
to do, not just sit still or detecan still get out, or especially
native, I realized that phrase
kids the syringe to play with.
riorate, then that’s successful
shut-ins, if we can look out
could easily be applied to
Frances’ wheelchair-bound
aging. I see people at Vista
for each other like we used
Santa Barbara itself.
grandmother lived in Goleta,
del Monte in their 80s who
Like many people who
and Frances remembers the
are still swimming, who enjoy to years ago, then the world
moved to SB as adults, I find
long ride to her house, with
coming to the pool to exercise will be a better place.” And, I
found myself thinking, then it
myself a bit envious of those
“lemon trees and orchards on
and socialize. Also, I think
would be more like the SB of
fortunate enough to have grown both sides of Hollister Avenue. if everybody younger could
her childhood.
up here, and I’m always eager
I’d always fall asleep in the car take some time to help anto learn what our town was like because it seemed to take hours other person, somebody who
in the “Good Old Days.”
to get there. Goleta was a poor
The way Frances describes
town, 3 or 4 blocks long.”
SB of the 1950s, I picture a
SB wasn’t much of a tourNorman Rockwell magazine
ist destination when she was
cover. Frances’ family has
growing up, though “People
CSA is pleased to announce writing contest #15
lived here for generations. Her would come for the Fiesta
Eastside neighborhood was
Parade. There were dairy
for seniors, age 55+. The winning essay will be
family-oriented, with lots of
farms and agriculture near
published in the next issue of Successful Aging!
young families and kids. She
San Marcos High School,”
walked to school with friends. which Frances attended. “The
Rules:
Topic:
Her neighborhood was diUniversity only moved to its
n Write 250-500 words on the
verse with Blacks, Mexicans
current location in the ’50s,
I discovered
assigned topic.
and whites living peaceably
so there weren’t the crowds of
n Writer must be age 55+ and
the meaning of
together. “Everybody knew
kids in Isla Vista.”
reside in the greater Santa
everybody. There was lots of
“Downtown has changed.
true friendship
Barbara area (from Goleta
open space. Kids played baseThere was Ott’s Hardware, J.C.
to Carpinteria).
when...
ball on the streets. It was a safe Penney’s and Montgomery
n Entries must be e-mailed or
childhood in a little town.”
Ward. You could park on State
postmarked no later than
Questions?
Frances recalls when she
Street, and SB had the only
March 15, 2015
was a child, “You could get
stoplight on the freeway beCall 453-6074
pony rides on Cabrillo Blvd.,
tween L.A. and San Francisco.”
n Include your name, address
~
and phone and/or e-mail.
Submit entries to:
and kids swam at Los Banos –
Although the city of Santa
which they called The Plunge. Barbara is quite a bit bigger
allison@lookingglasslifestories.com
And there was a train roundnow, with more outsiders,
or mail to
house” (where the Fess Parker more rich people and more
PO Box 3203, Santa Barbara, CA 93130
DoubleTree stands today).
tourists, Frances says “it still
Frank Newton photo

CSA Essay Contest #15
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CSA Essay Contest

The Winner of CSA’s Essay Contest #14
The Center for Successful Aging’s fourteenth essay contest
addressed the topic of the arts... in particular, the artwork that
made the biggest impact on a person’s life. CSA is proud to
honor the winner - Jim Williams of Goleta.

We offer sincere thanks to our essay contest judges:
Allison Grosfield, writer, Looking Glass Life Stories
LaShon Kelley, CSA board member
Frank Newton, director, Retired Senior Volunteer Program

B-Westerns Made My A-List
by Jim Williams

To pick a movie, book, or painting that impacted me the
most in my long life is not easy. However, something does come
to mind that has had a strong influence on my life.
When I was a Depression-era kid growing up in Ojai,
California, there was no greater joy than scraping together (finding or begging) 12 cents to attend the Ojai Theatre and watch
a great B-Western movie. Five cents more and I could buy
enough penny candy from the Ojai Sweet Shop to get my sticky
hands and smiling face through the newsreel, cartoon, previews,
B-Western, and the main feature.
It was really the Western I wanted to see. Why?
Because I loved the action and never had trouble separating the good guys from the bad, and always knew that justice and goodwill would triumph by the end of the movie. The
outlaws might win for a time, from robbing banks, rustling
cattle, or holding the wealthy ranch owner’s lovely daughter for
ransom; but by the end of the third reel, the cowboys with the
white hats would win, capture the outlaws, return the cattle, and
save the beautiful young damsel from a terrible fate.
Those movies were like morality plays.

I still believe that justice will prevail and “we’ll head ‘em
off at the pass.” However, at my age and with my life experiences, I know justice may stumble and fall before it gets up and
staggers across the finish line. Good that eventually comes out
of evil seems now to take much longer than I remember as a
kid.
Movies and morals have changed, or haven’t you noticed? And it doesn’t make me happy. In today’s movies, the
good guy, or gal, doesn’t always win. Sometimes it’s the bad
guys, from horse thieves to gangsters and crooked politicians.
Those old B-Westerns still influence my life at age 82
because I continue to believe that eventually good people will
win. Those black-and-white action westerns, from Hopalong
Cassidy and John Wayne to Roy Rogers and Gene Autry, influenced me to the point that I’m now a published author of Western yarns and books. And, because I write them, I can twist the
story to make sure the good guys always win.
And something else that was good about
those old times and movies: the popcorn, candy
bars, and soft drinks cost only five cents.

WhatÕs your story?
   LOOKING  GLASS  LIFE  STORIES  
   REFLECTIONS  OF  A  LIFETIME  

Preserving life stories for family & future generations
Allison Grosfield, M.A.
805.453.6074

www.LookingGlassLifeStories.com
Allison@LookingGlassLifeStories.com
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Jim Williams

Writing under the name
Big Jim Williams, Jim’s
latest novel is “Cattle Drive,” (cover above)
(High Noon Press) – available from Amazon, Barnes & Noble, etc. His short stories
are available in the audio books “The Old
West” and “Tall Tales of The Old West,”
and in the new anthologies, “The Killer
Wore Cranberry: A Fourth Meal of Mayhem” (Untreed Read), “In Vino Veritas”
(Thirteen Press), and “Dead or Alive and
Broken Promises” (La Frontera Press),
and the “Wolf Creek” series (Western
Fictioneers). He’s a lifelong broadcaster,
and Santa Barbara City College’s former
public information officer (ret).
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“Unfinished Business” Returns
to the Lobero - January 22-25
The play that moved audiences at the Lobero in 2013
— Unfinished Business,
written and directed by Santa
Barbara native Rod Lathim —
returns in an expanded, new
incarnation. There will be six
performances January 22-25,
including 2 p.m. matinees on
Saturday and Sunday. Columnist Barney Brantingham
called Unfinished Business
“The best original play I have
seen in years.”
Unfinished Business is Rod
Lathim’s first autobiographical work. He has written many
original works but never a
play so intimately personal. It
is based on a journal he kept
during his mother’s final day
of life, and it explores the
life-changing “shared death
experience” he had when he

cious gift. I have been creating
witnessed the gathering of
original theater in Santa Barspirits who appeared to assist
bara since 1979, and this comin his mom’s transition to the
munity has been very warm
world beyond. The play emand supportive of my work as
ploys heavy doses of humor
an artist, for which I am most
and is accessible to diverse
grateful,” said Lathim.
philosophical perspectives.
Unfinished Business has
Joe Franken of Acacia
expanded and, through the adHospice in New Jersey was
dition of six new characters, it
visiting Santa Barbara during
the first Lobero run of the play, has changed structure. However, Lathim stresses the original
and he commented, “Phestory is intact. He compares
nomenal!! What Lathim has
penned will begin a revolution the additional work he has
Frank Newton photo
of spirit toward how we all ap- done on the script to “adding a
Playwright Rod Lathim.
layer to a cake.”
proach the end of life.”
Each performance will
Lathim commented, “I am
be followed by a moderated
struck and encouraged by the
Tickets are on sale now at
discussion with the audience
vast number of people who
the Lobero box office. Call
and playwright. Area agencies (805) 963-0761.
have shared similar, extraordinary experiences with loved on end-of-life services will be
involved and share valuable
ones who have died. The
resources on the terrace in
play gives us all permission
front of the Lobero Theatre.
to speak about the mystical
moments
surrounding death
that we have
been afraid
to admit and
share.”
“As a
playwright,
I’m so relieved they
having the
are just a call away!
opportunity
to develop
a new work
Urgent Medical Care at Home
over multiple years
7 days a week, 365 days a year
with wonFor Seniors Aged 60+. Surprisingly Affordable.
derful artFree for Low Income. Medicare Supported.
ists and live
audiences as
a sounding
Enroll in DASH
board is a
617-0049 dashsb.com
golden, pre-

u

“

courtesy photo

Actresses Marion Freitag and Ann
Dusenberry (seated) in a scene
from “Unfinished Business.”
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Longer Life explored in CLL class

— February 10 - March 3 at Wake Campus

“... Imagine a time when
you might go to your doctor
and she would say, ‘Well, your
liver is looking a little tired or
your muscles are not repairing well, or your bone isn’t
as strong as it could be. But
don’t worry, we have some
stem cells that we’ve taken
from you when you were a
bit younger; we’re going to
put those in and you’re going
to be good as new’.” — Prof.
Douglas Melton, co-director of
Harvard’s Stem Cell Institute,
2011.

An accelerating revolution
in cell biology is transforming
our understanding of human
development (from sperm
and egg to mature organism),
medicine, and the potential of
a human life. The inevitability of age-related diseases is
in question. Come start learning some of the fundamentals
and the latest developments in
this field, and prepare to challenge yourself and your health
practitioners.
If this sounds intriguing
and promising to you, you can

Tuesday from 7-9 p.m. The
site is Room 21 at the Wake
Campus, 300 N. Turnpike
Road. The class tuition is $40
plus $5 for materials.
You can register online at
www.sbcc.edu/CLL, or in person at either the Schott Campus
or Wake Campus of SBCC.
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“How old would you be if you
didn’t know how old you are?”
— Satchel Paige

who are caring for older
adults are themselves in
need of care, too.

Successful Aging is a
quarterly publication
of the Center for
Successful Aging, at
1815 State St. #E, Santa
Barbara, CA 93101.
Phone: (805) 898-8080.

To learn more about this
and any other CSA program, please call our director, Gary Linker, at (805)
898-8080.

Editor: Frank Newton.
Contributors: Dr. Gary
Linker; Deni Osborne;
Elizabeth Yingling; and
Rod Lathim.

CSA Spotlight
The Center for Successful Aging is not just for
seniors. We offer an
important group for baby
boomers who are caring
for elderly relatives.
We call this group a
“Caregiving Circle” to
convey that the people

enroll in the class “Advances
in Biology: Prospects for a
longer healthy life.” This class
is offered through SB City
College’s Center for Lifelong
Learning, and the instructor
will be Karl Blasius.
The class is scheduled for
February 10 to March 3, each

The current and past
issues of Successful
Aging are posted online
at www.csasb.org.
If you have editorial
questions or wish to
advertise, contact the
Successful Aging newspaper at (805) 8988080 or via e-mail at
editor@csasb.org.

Old Yacht Club Inn
- Vacation Rentals -

Please Support CSA’s Programs
Help us keep our valuable services coming to those
in need — including peer counseling, CareLine and
Successful Aging newspaper. You can make a taxdeductible donation to CSA in several ways:
l Call CSA and make a donation at 898-8080.
l Go to CSA’s secure website, csasb.org, to
donate online.
l Mail a check to: CSA, 1815 State Street, Suite E
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
CSA is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, organization No. 80-0422344
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431 Corona del Mar Drive
Santa Barbara, CA
(805) 962-1277
use this coupon

Local Special
$599 weekly / from $1,300 monthly
s

one block from famous East Beach s
CALL (805) 962-1277

on the web at www.oldyachtclubinn.com
Winter 2015

Volunteering
Be a Volunteer — Find happiness and

purpose by helping others in need!
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RSVP has moved its office!
Last year, RSVP closed its downtown office
and moved to 3944 State Street, Suite 350.

RSVP has more than 350 members who serve at 50 local nonprofits, schools and
agencies, addressing many community needs — like children’s literacy, animal care,
disaster relief, senior transportation, food for the needy and much more. If you have the
time, talent and heart to lend a hand, we can help you find a suitable volunteer assignment. Contact RSVP to learn more. Here is a sampling of some current opportunities:

ASAP - Animal Shelter Assistance Program. Do you
love cats? Help cats get adopted at this state of the art animal
care facility. Have fun petting, feeding and playing with the cats
and helping introduce them to a new family.
Partners in Education — public school teachers in

grades K to 12 need helpers in the classroom. Volunteers
are assigned to schools near their home. Tasks vary according to the classroom.

Center for Successful Aging trains volunteers to serve as

counselors who offer emotional support to people age 50 and up
who are facing the stresses of illness, loss of spouse or friends,
isolation from family or friends, and other difficult life transitions. Peer counseling takes place in a variety of settings, including a client’s home, counseling offices or group settings.

If you are age 55+ and are
interested in volunteering,
please contact us:

RSVP of SB
(805) 963-0474

volunteer@sbrsvp.org
website: sbrsvp.org

Santa Barbara Botanic Garden: Become a docent and

share your passion for native plants and natural history while
fostering the conservation of California’s flora as you serve as a
guide to the Garden. Training and tours take place on weekends.
New docents are paired with experienced mentors. Sign up now
for new training classes that start on January 10th.
The Garden also needs volunteers for their nursery, gift shop,
garden guild, and other positions. All volunteers become members of the SBBG Volunteer Association, which provides volunteers the opportunity to meet other groups at the Garden as well
as a chance to hear educational speakers.

Hearts Therapeutic Equestrian Center uses the healing

power of horses to help children and adults as well as veterans.
They are looking for volunteers to assist riders during their
weekly lessons, groom and tack horses, help maintain the facility, assist with administrative tasks and more.

The Food Bank of SB County needs volunteers to receive

donations or pack and deliver food to seniors. They have six
locations where food is packaged and distributed to seniors and
others in need in the morning on the 2nd and 4th weeks of each
month. Volunteers are needed every day (M-F) during those two
weeks.

Boys & Girls Club — Tutor kids ages 6-18 in a variety of

subjects in their After School Homework Club. Also assist in
the art room with the art teacher. Help with drawing, clay work,
painting, etc. Also help prepare lunches and snacks for the kids.

Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) connects

adults age 55+ with nonprofits and public agencies that need
volunteers. If you would like to give presentations, are computer
savvy or enjoy office work, we’d love to hear from you.

Winter 2015

People’s Self-help Housing needs volunteers in
Carpinteria who can provide after-school tutoring to
elementary school children.

Food from the Heart provides healthy, home-cooked

meals to those in need. They need volunteers on Tuesday and
Wednesday mornings to help package or deliver meals. Other
volunteers are needed to pick fruit at public and private orchards
or gardens. The hours are flexible.
Retired Senior Volunteer
Program — serving Santa Barbara,
Goleta and Carpinteria seniors.

3944 State Street, Suite 350
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
(805) 963-0474 www.sbrsvp.org
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Making Sense of Parkinson’s

— Parkinson Association of Santa Barbara

“You have Parkinson’s” are
words that explode into your
life and the life of your family.
The words stun you, creating
a sense of confusion and the
question, “What do I do now?”
This is because Parkinson’s –
a progressive, incurable disease – presents an enormous
challenge. It leads the person
diagnosed, and the spouse as
well, into an uncertain world
of new thinking and decisionmaking.
There is no “norm” when
Parkinson’s is diagnosed.
Instead, there is a wide variety of symptoms and also
different degrees of impairment. The most common and
recognizable symptoms are
hand and arm tremors, frozen
facial expression (called the
“Parkinson’s mask”), and the
stiffened, lopsided walk. Usually, at initial diagnoses, these
symptoms have yet to curtail
life-as-usual. The difficulty is
deciding immediately to accept the reality of the diagnosis and begin lifestyle changes
and proactive choices.
Proactive means initiating
decisions and incorporating
the following life changing
activities:
1. Medical Team – which
includes a Neurologist, Movement Disorder Specialist, and
a Physical Therapist.
2. Exercise Program(s) to
delay progression.
3. Social Activities to benefit
cognitive activity and provide
help with anxiety and depression
4. Medication Expertise for
prescribed Parkinson’s drugs
to control symptoms.

Successful Aging

5. Home Safety Evaluation
to make changes that prevent
falls and other injuries.
When choosing a medical
team it is important to qualify
them for their specific training for Parkinson’s and ease
of your communication. This
team will remain an influence
in your life for years to come.
An exercise program is the
most essential part of Parkinson’s therapy. It is unanimously accepted that seven
days a week exercise, in some
capacity, delays Parkinson’s
progression. There are a
variety of programs available,
including Move to Connect, a
twice-weekly program provided by Parkinson Association of
Santa Barbara (PASB).
Remaining involved with
family, friends and community
activities is essential. For those
with Parkinson’s, social activities reduce anxiety and depression that often accompany
a diagnosis of Parkinson’s,
and they raise quality-of-life
experiences. PASB provides
weekly programs for beneficial
social support.
Becoming a medication
expert is not a choice but a
necessity when attempting
to control Parkinson’s symptoms. Understand that timing
and dosing often vary and are
based on degree of symptoms.
Home safety starts with an
in-home evaluation, offered
through many agencies in the
Santa Barbara area. Make
your home safe before a fall…
not after. The Center for
Successful Aging has a list of
agencies that provide in-home
evaluations.

Please visit www.mypasb.org for
weekly programs; or contact us at
mypasb@gmail.com.

“We speak Parkinson’s”
Parkinson Association of
Santa Barbara

SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 2015
P A R K I N S O N
S A N T A

A S S O C I A T I O N
B A R B A R A

presents the 9th annual

Parkinson’s Symposium

A DAY OF ENLIGHTENMENT
First Presbyterian Church,
21 E. Constance Ave., Santa Barbara

Cedar-Sinai Medical Center’s Clinician Researchers
present a Day of Learning with

Michele Tagliati, MD
Co-author of Parkinson’s for Dummies
Director of the Movement Disorders Program, Department of Neurology

Jeffrey Wertheimer, PhD

Clinical Neuropsychologist, Department of Rehabilitation

Dr. Sarah Kempe-Mehl
of Sansum Clinic

will moderate a Q & A Session with Dr. Tagliati & Dr. Wertheimer
REGISTRATION BEGINS online 1/1/2015
For more information visit www.mypasb.org

Presenting Sponsors

Are you or a family member
looking for employment?
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